
You've got your 2001: A Space 
Odyssey speaker, which of course is a 
tall, black, featureless monolith. Then 
there's your wooden "Who's buried 
inside?" speaker, your "R-I-C-O-L-A" 
speaker, your enema bag or double-
inverted enema bag speaker, your 
menacing hooded-Klansman speaker, 
your "looks like a robot, praying 
mantis, or Transformer" speaker 
(mine), and your "Does it leave a slime 
trail?" speaker (looks like a snail). 
You've got your "Is that a room 
divider?" speaker, your "looks like you 
stepped on a duck's head" speaker, 
and your "whipped cream dollop 
suspended in time" speaker.

That's just a few of the many 
loudspeaker "looks" on display at your 
typical large hi-fi show. Some are 
imaginative, some are farfetched, 
some are just weird, and some are 
deadly boring. Brand names available 
upon request.

Some speaker designs—the drivers-in-
a-rectangular box configuration, for 
example, especially the ones made of 

wood or MDF—choose not to take advantage of many design and construction innovations developed 
over the past few decades, happy to defiantly shout "retro!" Some combine interesting new tech with 
whimsical industrial design.

And then there are the unusually graceful, sculpted designs from Estonia-based Estelon, which for me 
were not make-funnable until my local Stop & Shop supermarket began tailing me with a creepy, green-
light–blinking security robot, which looked to me like a much-less-graceful Estelon (footnote 1).

That grocery store robot contains a camera that allows someone in the security office to monitor 
comings and goings as it moves up and down the aisles. The store says its purpose is to check stock, 



but everyone knows its real purpose is catching shoplifters. I love walking up to it and whispering 
menacingly, "I hate you."

And that—I might as well give it away at the outset—is precisely the opposite of my reaction to 
Estelon's Forza loudspeaker, although, to be clear, I have never walked up to one of them and 
whispered anything to it. When I first saw an Estelon, years ago at a show, I was certain the look was 
designed to draw attention rather than to serve any performance-related purpose: It was too pretty. I 
was entirely wrong. The shapely designs found throughout much of the Estelon line are 100% about 
function. The form follows.

The curvaceous shape's obvious value is that because there are no parallel surfaces, standing waves 
in the cabinet are much less of a problem. Notice that the speaker's top and bottom are also not 
parallel.

The Forza
The Forza is the latest speaker in the company's "flagship" line, 
priced below the Extreme. Prices for the Forza, depending upon 
finish, start at $149,000/pair and go up to $163,000/pair for 
"Ocean Mystery" blue. As delivered, in Dark Silver Liquid Gloss, the 
cost is $150,300/pair.

According to the Forza manual, electroacoustics engineer Alfred 
Vassilkov founded Estelon in 2010, having spent the previous 25 
years or so designing loudspeakers, during which time he is said 
to have received numerous unspecified patents and awards. He 
began research for the Estelon brand four years before its 
founding, analyzing materials and technologies to be used to 
produce streamlined cabinetry that would produce superior sonic 
performance and assimilate well into home interiors, esthetically 
and sonically.

The manual describes Estelon's parent company, Alfred & Partners,
which is based in Estonia's picturesque capital city Tallinn, as a 
"design studio, think-tank"; various corporate profiles place it in the
"Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing Industry." The 
company was co-founded by Mr. Vassilkov with his daughters, 
Alissa and Kristiina.

To form the cast enclosures, Vassilkov developed a proprietary 
crushed-marble composite that he claims has "excellent stiffness 
and anti-resonant attributes" while allowing the creation of molded
cabinets. Other cabinet features include "extensive use of sub-
structural stiffening spars that break up resonance nodes," drivers 
mounted in separate internal enclosures, "state of the art" 
resonance control, and an unspecified "top quality" damping 
material.

The two 11" woofers mount into a single, sealed chamber in which most of the walls are curved and 
none are parallel. The midwoofer is housed in its own similarly constructed chamber, as is the tweeter.
All are separated to reduce the transmission of vibrations from driver to driver via the cabinet and the 
airspace. The tapered shape eliminates corner-baffle reflections, and Vassilkov avers that the narrow 
top, from which the high frequencies emanate, produces "0 degrees phase [shift] at the listening 



position, while the cabinet's larger radiuses create controlled directivity of the propagating 
soundwaves." In other words, the lack of sharp edges and the cabinet's soft curves eliminate cabinet 
diffraction. Estelon claims this results in wide directivity and uniform frequency response even as you 
move off-axis, as well as essentially true time-domain behavior, all of which expands the ideal listening
position beyond a central "sweet spot."

The cabinet widens at the bottom, both so it won't tip over (good thing!) and to allow effective low-
frequency reproduction. Every Estelon speaker throughout the line is hand-built. The cabinet surface is
hand-sanded then sealed in a multilayer process followed by multiple coats of lacquer and a final 
polishing. Estelon offers the Forza in various colors, in liquid gloss, matte, and optional premium 
finishes. Each speaker is tuned, tested, and auditioned before being shipped out to the dealer or 
customer.

Forza particulars
66" tall, 24" wide, 27" deep, and weighing 330lb, the 
Forza is a large speaker that looks smaller than it is 
partly because of how little lateral real estate it 
consumes as it tapers to the top. It's a four-way, 
sealed box design that uses "top-shelf" Accuton 
drivers manufactured to Estelon's specifications, 
including a pair of 11", long-excursion, stiff membrane 
CELL (footnote 2) aluminum sandwich woofers with 
voice-coils nearly the same diameter as the 
membrane, mounted close to the baffle bottom and 
angled approximately 45° to one another.

The 8" aluminum sandwich midwoofer (also from 
Accuton's "CELL" line) employs neodymium magnets, 
as does the 7" CELL ceramic-membrane midrange 
driver. The tweeter is Accuton's 1", chemical-vapor–
deposited inverted-diamond membrane tweeter. These
three drivers are placed in a tight, vertical array with 
the lowest frequency driver near the baffle top and the
tweeter in the lowest position, at ear height. The three 
upper drivers are positioned on the slightly concave 
baffle surface to produce distances from the listening 
position that are nearly identical. (One characteristic 
of the CELL series of drivers is that they all have the 
same acoustical center.)

Audiophiles critical of companies that don't 
manufacture their own drivers might as well disparage
automobile companies that don't produce their own 
tires, which is all of them. It's a silly distinction. You 
can argue for or against a company producing its own 
drivers or having a specialist like Accuton (parent 
company: Thiel & Partner) or Scan-Speak, for instance,

manufacture them to its specifications, but overall, I think it's a fatuous distinction (footnote 3).

Estelon does not provide the four-way design's crossover frequencies, nor does it divulge the 
components used; what they do say is that the woofer networks are third-order while second-order 
networks are used for the midwoofer, midrange, and tweeter.



Crossover components, the instructions say, "have been chosen from among the absolute best 
available" then premeasured and sorted to tight tolerances, after which they are connected together 
point-to-point and hand-soldered. Kubala-Sosna provides the internal wire. The crossover networks 
reside in their own isolated chambers to reduce microphonic effects.

Sensitivity is specified as 88dB/2.83V/m, the nominal impedance 3 ohms with 2-ohm minima at 42 
and 110Hz: A powerful, high-current solid state amplifier will drive the Forzas best. The rated 
frequency range is 25Hz–60kHz, which makes it a full-range speaker with a top end that "ought to 
please any passing bat" as the Flanders and Swann "Song of Reproduction" says.

Unpacking and setup
The Forzas ship in large, rolling flight cases. Unboxing is a two-person job, but it isn't difficult. The 
speakers are also on wheels, and they easily roll out of the cases once they are flipped upright.

I moved the Forzas around using the instruction suggestions and listened to pink noise, other test 
tones, and familiar music. I settled on locations close to where every speaker sounds best in this 
room. I had a friend tilt and support the speakers as I removed the casters and inserted the four 
isolation feet, two per side, into which spikes were placed. For use on hard surfaces, Estelon provides 
metal bases that go into the isolation feet.

Whether because of the woofers' near-floor placement, the 45°/45° woofer-array alignment, or 
something else, the Forza's bottom octaves seemed less affected by room placement than most of 
the speakers I've reviewed in this space.

Cynics, stretch a bit here: After I wrote the paragraph directly above, I found an email containing tech 
notes from Forza that I'd forgotten about. "The placement of woofers close to the floor assists in bass 
coherency and more even distribution of room standing waves. This makes it easier to find a suitable 
listening position in the room, with fewer compromises in bass accuracy."



When the Wilson Audio Specialties XVXes were installed here almost a year ago, Christy Moore's "So 
Do I" from the album This Is the Day provided a benchmark for placement. Moore's voice could sound 
hooded or lacking weight in one spot, muffled in another spot, or just right, with clearly articulated 
lyrics in yet another spot. With the Forzas, I almost couldn't make Moore's voice sound less than ideal 
as I moved them inch by inch toward and away from the front wall. The touch of artificial reverb 
carefully tucked behind his voice was apparent wherever the speakers sat, perhaps more clearly 
revealed through the Forzas than through the XVXes. This proved true at both high and low SPLs.

That was true of the Forzas throughout my auditions: Their sonic character was consistent regardless
of SPLs. Driving them to compression or discomfort proved impossible, and at the lowest SPLs, 
particularly after the electricity upgrade (footnote 4), they remained remarkably coherent and 
articulate. Low-level listening was pleasurable, but cranking them up, laying back, and soaking in the 
SPLs was even more so.

Once I was convinced that I'd found an ideal location, I worked on toe-in and out. Rotating the speaker 
around its central axis without also moving it fore and aft was not easy, but I managed. Excessive toe-
in resulted in excellent center image focus but diminished soundstage width, and to a lesser degree 
depth, but as promised in the technical description these speakers did not beam or concentrate sound
in a particular direction. I look forward to seeing the measurements.

Sound to love
The Forza's low bass production was prodigious, well-controlled, and when the music contained none, 
AWOL—as it should be, with no hint of overhang. It never seemed to be coming from a box. That was 



one of the speaker's most impressive attributes: very deep bass "on-call," when required, but otherwise 
not present.

After the electricity upgrade, Audio-Ultra's Ed DeVito turned me on 
to Terje Isungset's spare (but not "icy" sounding) Winter Songs 
(Icemusic) from 2010, which Tidal calls "jazz" but which really isn't.
DeVito wanted to hear the speaker's deep-bass production; most of
what I'd played was rock music, little of which had much truly deep 
bass.Stream Winter Songs (Icemusic) on Tidal (I didn't find it on 
Qobuz) and play "Arctic." If your speakers deliver the low-frequency 
goods and absent midbass bloat, you'll feel it from that track. The 
synth notes will spontaneously appear and drop away without 
decay (because there is none).

The speaker is rated to reproduce bass down to 25Hz. I believe it delivered that in the room, superbly 
well-focused, properly and compactly sized, consistently nonmechanical sounding, and fully 
satisfying.

The Forza's presentation of acoustic bass was equally exemplary: nimble and overhang-free. This is 
one sealed-box speaker that does not leave the bass (or any part of the music) "stuck in the box" or 
sounding compressed and restrained.

Had this review been written before the electricity up-grade described in this month's Analog Corner, 
I'd have had to toss the few minor negatives, including a slightly crispy, edgy upper midrange, but that 
was my electricity talking, not the speakers. The speaker's timbral neutrality and high resolution were 
communicating clearly a problem I had, and I was close to blaming the messenger!

Improved juice produced sonic enhancements to the Forza's fast, transparent, essentially colorless 
and smooth sonic personality (or lack thereof). If you want a loudspeaker with "warmth" or notably 
"crystalline highs," the Forza isn't your loudspeaker. Other than its effortless timbral transparency, it 
was difficult to pin down a sonic signature. Transient performance, attack, sustain and decay, macro- 
and especially microdynamic contrasts were as fine as I've heard from any loudspeaker.

Sometimes we think of certain speakers as better-suited to 
particular kinds of music. The Forza seemed able to mutate on 
call and effectively accommodate the music it was playing, 
becoming "better for classical" on classical music and "better 
for rock" on rock music, and so on. I listened to a lot of genres.

If there were any rips in the seamless timbral presentation, it 
might be in the lower midbass with certain kinds of records—
familiar rock records that don't really have much real bass and 
so depend on a robust midbass for their foundation. On many 
such recordings, that foundation was somewhat thin. Apart 
from being mainly due to a defect in the recordings, this could 
also be room-related. I pulled out an original, pink-rimmed Island

pressing of Roxy Music's Stranded (ILPS 9252), and while the speakers were able to cleanly resolve 
and present all the complex, twisty Jobson synth squiggles, searing Manzanera guitar screams, and 
Johnny Gustafson's bass lines, the sound lacked the expected weight. Same with Paul Thompson's 
nuanced kickdrum hits on "Psalm." The Forza perfectly communicated the kick-drum's subtle dynamic 



gradations, but the heavy kicks didn't have the force I'm used to. I'll take this presentation every time 
over excessive lower midbass "boom."

For an acoustic bass reality check, I played "Teach Me Tonight" 
from the Analogue Productions double 45rpm reissue of The 
Ray Brown Trio's Soular Energy (APJ 268-45). There was plenty 
of articulate, correctly presented stand-up bass—especially 
when I accidentally started it at 33 1/3 rpm. Gene Harris's piano 
sounded particularly right, especially its clean attack, the 
resulting sustain, and the natural decay.I auditioned an 
impeccably packaged Electric Recording Company 7 LP mono 
box set reissue of the late Hungarian pianist Lili Kraus 
performing Mozart piano sonatas, Mozart L'Oeuvre de Piano par 
Lili Kraus (ERC 065), playing it back using the Miyajima Labs 
Infinity mono cartridge. The piano appeared effortlessly 
between the speakers, so cleanly and naturally rendered: no 

overhang on the low end of the keyboard and no "tinkly" toy piano sounds near the top.

I played a few sides using two installed stereo cartridges (the preamp set to mono) and found that the 
speaker's impressive neutrality clarified the known, attractive sonic attributes of the two (Ortofon 
Anna D, X-quisite ST). What's more, I heard the familiar differences between the CH Precision P1/X1 
phono preamp and the Ypsilon VPS-100 delineated more clearly than ever.

Returning to the Infinity mono: The initial transient was neither too soft nor too hard. The sustain was 
generous, and the decay was natural. The mono recording is fairly closely miked in what sounds like a 
dry studio setting; with minimal room sound on the recording, the feeling of being in the presence of a 
real piano was palpable and so insistently natural and effortless that I played through all seven 
records in one sitting—something I don't think I've ever done with solo classical piano music. I felt I 
was hearing Kraus brought back to life. The amazing recording and superb mastering helped.

Granted I'm not a student of Mozart's piano sonatas, but I own and have heard many performances of 
them, some recorded live. This is now my favorite, easily. Kraus makes you hang on every nimbly 
played note. She's never glib, and her clarity and dynamic expressiveness (and of course the speaker's 
ability to convey it all) kept me listening for 14 sides.

The spatial picture
The Forza's soundstage was not the widest or deepest I've experienced in my room, nor was it wrap-
around enveloping, but it was ultrastable, and the images presented on it, on the best recordings, were
precise, 3D, and solid. Soundstage champs like The Royal Ballet (Classic Records/RCA LDS 6055) 
produced a fine spread. The rear stage corners were not as fully expressed as is possible.

However, on spacious recordings, the stage sets up nicely slightly behind the baffles, and the speakers
never interfered in the illusion. There was plenty to look at, and detail resolution, especially low-level 
detail, more than compensated because often there was something new to "see," or something familiar
more clearly presented, like the reverb behind Christy Moore's voice, now cleanly separated from his 
voice. The speaker's transparency lets you see way into the soundstage—and that was true before the 
electricity upgrade, though it was enhanced by it.

Perhaps the less-than-expansive stage was because these speakers are intended for a larger, less 
acoustically treated room? I don't know. I experimented a great deal with toe-in and out, and I feel I got
the most I could in that regard—and in every performance criteria you can think of in this space. 



It was more than sufficient to have a few extremely enjoyable months listening to a most impressive, 
coherent fullrange loudspeaker, but it's possible that they could do better still in a different space.

Conclusion
The Estelon Forza is a costly, well-engineered, striking-looking, exciting-sounding loudspeaker that, 
with the right associated equipment, is capable of delivering spectacular sonic performances. Based 
on the published specs and looking at the watts it consumed on the darTZeel amplifiers' front-panel 
meters, it seems to require a powerful amplifier to perform at its best.

Its low coloration means that it is capable of great warmth on warm-sounding recordings and of ice on
the cold ones. If you're looking for a speaker to warm things up in a system that's too cool, don't 
expect the Forza to do that for you. And who really wants that? Once you notice such coloration in 
your system, it's impossible to not hear it.

The Forza well served both male and female vocals; I could cite 
a laundry list of them, but I'll cite just one: Mel Tormé's Sings 
Sunday in New York and Other Songs About New York (Atlantic 
SD 8091) recorded by the great Bill Putnam. "The Velvet Fog" is 
right on top of a microphone with a rising top end, dryly 
presented with the orchestra arrayed around him.
You wouldn't want the speaker to add a chesty warmth to 
Tormé's voice, and the Forza doesn't, which keeps the sonic 
compact, believable, and focused. When he dips low, the vocal 
stays whole and doesn't fall into a pool of warm. You stick with 
Mel throughout because the speaker helps create the illusion 
that he's right there in your room.

The Forza is a marvelous loudspeaker


